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A B S T R A C T

Sentiment analysis aims to automatically uncover the underlying attitude that we hold towards an entity.
The aggregation of these sentiments over a population represents opinion polling and has numerous applica-
tions. Current text-based sentiment analysis relies on the construction of dictionaries and machine learning
models that learn sentiment from large text corpora. Sentiment analysis from text is currently widely used
for customer satisfaction assessment and brand perception analysis, among others. With the proliferation
of social media, multimodal sentiment analysis is set to bring new opportunities with the arrival of comple-
mentary data streams for improving and going beyond text-based sentiment analysis. Since sentiment can
be detected through affective traces it leaves, such as facial and vocal displays, multimodal sentiment analy-
sis offers promising avenues for analyzing facial and vocal expressions in addition to the transcript or textual
content. These approaches leverage emotion recognition and context inference to determine the underlying
polarity and scope of an individual’s sentiment. In this survey, we define sentiment and the problem of mul-
timodal sentiment analysis and review recent developments in multimodal sentiment analysis in different
domains, including spoken reviews, images, video blogs, human–machine and human–human interactions.
Challenges and opportunities of this emerging field are also discussed, leading to our thesis that multimodal
sentiment analysis holds a significant untapped potential.

© 2017 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction

Sentiment is a long-term disposition evoked when a person
encounters a specific topic, person, or entity [1]. Understanding peo-
ple’s position, attitude or opinion towards a certain entity has many
applications. For example, companies are interested in understand-
ing how their products or their brand is perceived among their
customers [2]. Political parties are interested in opinion polling to
gauge voting intentions [3]. Automatic sentiment analysis is the
computational understanding of one’s position, attitude or opinion
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towards an entity, person or topic [4]. With the advent of the World
Wide Web and shortly after, the social web, individuals are enabled
to broadly express their opinions through these media. This has
provided a very rich resource for opinion mining and sentiment anal-
ysis and promoted the development of automatic sentiment analysis
[4–6]. Text-based sentiment analysis has long been the standard
bearer in this area and only recently has sentiment analysis from
other modalities, such as speech and vision, begun to be considered.

Liu and Zhang [4] defined sentiment analysis as a problem of
automatic identification of four components of a sentiment, includ-
ing, entity, aspect, opinion holder, aspect’s sentiment. For example,
in the sentence “Sally likes the screen resolution in Nexus 6P,”
“Nexus 6P” is the entity, “screen resolution” is the aspect, Sally is the
opinion holder and the associated sentiment is positive. A success-
ful automatic sentiment analysis system should be able to extract
all these four components correctly. The available user-generated
data on the Internet, containing people’s opinion or sentiment, is
unstructured and noisy [6]. Challenges such as negation, irony and
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ambiguous phrases with implicit hints add to this challenge. There-
fore, correct extraction of all these components is very challenging.

Sentiment analysis from text is a well-researched topic that now
enjoys a number of industry solutions. Text-based sentiment analy-
sis has been applied to a broad set of applications including movie
box-office performance prediction [7], stock market performance
prediction [8] and election outcome prediction [9]. Today though,
we are seeing a shift towards an increasingly multimodal social web.
For example, vloggers post their opinions on YouTube2, and photos
commonly accompany user posts on Instagram3 and Twitter4. In
the research community, there are currently three major lines of
investment in multimodal sentiment analysis:

• multimodal sentiment analysis in spoken reviews and
vlogs [10–12],

• multimodal sentiment analysis in human–machine and
human–human interactions [13], and

• visual sentiment analysis analyzing images and their associ-
ated tags posted on social media [14].

And yet, multimodal sentiment analysis is still in its infancy and
more research and industry investment is needed to demonstrate its
full potential.

A number of recent studies have attempted to recognize sen-
timent expressed in social multimedia from multimodal signals,
including visual, audio and textual information. Video blogs (vlogs)
or spoken reviews that are posted on social multimedia platforms,
such as YouTube, contain expressions of sentiment, e.g., a video
depicting a user talking about a product or a movie. Typically, speech
transcripts along with facial and vocal expressions are analyzed sep-
arately and the results of unimodal, text-based sentiment analysis
are fused in post to form a “multimodal sentiment analysis” sys-
tem [10,11]. Similarly, sentiment analysis can be also done using
speech analysis as demonstrated in numerous studies [15–17].

Another emerging application for multimodal sentiment analysis
is sentiment analysis in human–avatar or human–human interac-
tion. Clavel and Callejas [18] posited that sentiment expressed in
the interaction between a person and an Embodied Conversational
Agent (ECA) can be used to improve the quality of the interac-
tion. An ECA is a computer-generated character which can imitate
vocal, facial and body expressions to enrich an interaction between
human and machines. One effort in multimodal sentiment analysis
is the European Horizon 2020 Program Project on Automatic Senti-
ment Analysis in the Wild (SEWA)5, focused on building multimodal
human behavior analysis tools to extract sentiment in response to
videos such as product advertisement. Non-verbal user sentiments
are analyzed as well as verbal feedback in a dyadic human–human
interaction on the watched video. Sentiment analysis is also compo-
nent in development in the ARIA VALUSPA European Horizon 2020
Project6 for improving human-ECA interactions.

A recent development in multimodal sentiment analysis is
visual sentiment analysis. Social media users often share text mes-
sages with accompanying images/video, and these visual mul-
timedia are an additional channel of information in expressing
user sentiment. Mid-level visual sentiment representations are one
useful construct for extracting sentiment and entities in text-
based sentiment analysis [29]. The pioneering effort of Borth
et al. [14] in visual automatic sentiment analysis proposed to detect-
ing adjective–noun pairs as a mid-level representation towards

2 https://www.youtube.com.
3 https://www.instagram.com.
4 https://twitter.com.
5 http://www.sewaproject.eu.
6 http://aria-agent.eu.

sentiment analysis in images/video. Each adjective–noun pair was
manually assigned a sentiment score and the resulting ontology
called VSO was released along with an image dataset. Machine
learning models trained with visual content features were also
used to automatically detect these adjective–noun pairs in images.
This line of research was further expanded by the introduction
of a Multilingual Visual Sentiment Ontology (MVSO) [23], con-
taining multi-lingual adjective–noun pairs from multiple languages
along with an even larger image dataset and deep learning-based
classifiers.

There are several existing surveys covering automatic sentiment
analysis in text [4,5] or in a specific domain, such as human–
agent interaction [18]. We focus on multimodal sentiment analysis
irrespective of its domain and aim to provide an overview of
the sentiment analysis for researchers in computer vision, affec-
tive computing and multimodal interaction communities who are
not necessarily familiar with the concepts related to sentiment
analysis in text. An overview of the reviewed modalities and
example media are given in Table 1. We also discuss the
challenges and opportunities of multimodal sentiment analysis as
an emerging field. In the remainder of the survey, we define
sentiment in Section 2. Section 3 reviews existing computational
methods in text analysis, visual sentiment analysis and multi-
modal sentiment analysis. Applications of multimodal sentiment
analysis are given in Section 4. Existing challenges and per-
spectives on multimodal sentiment analysis are discussed in
Section 5.

2. Definition and terminology

2.1. Problem definition

Affect, feeling, emotion, sentiment and opinion are often used
interchangeably in the literature [30]. There are many definitions
of emotion and its related concepts, often dependent on the emo-
tion theory they subscribe to [31]. Scherer [31] tried to define
emotions and differentiate them from other affective phenom-
ena such as mood. Scherer’s perspective is mainly based on the
component process model and cognitive appraisal theory [32,33].
According to Scherer’s account, emotions are short-term phenomena
which require triggers, involves cognitive appraisals, bodily reac-
tions, action tendencies (e.g., fight or flight), expressions (e.g., facial
and vocal) and subjective feelings. Mood is a long-term diffuse affect
state with no apparent trigger that can last hours or days [31].
Feelings are a subjective experience of emotion.

Deonna and Teroni [1] discussed the definition of affective
phenomena, including emotion, sentiment, emotional dispositions
and character traits from a philosophical perspective. Deonna and
Teroni [1] define sentiment as a disposition or a love-or-hate deep-
seated opinion that comes in different forms, such as, “the affection
you may have for your hamster, your devotion to your country, your
dislike for the banking establishment, and your great fondness for the
most recent electronic gadget.” Sentiment only manifests itself when
the holder of sentiment is facing a situation in which the entity or
object is involved or evoked. Deonna and Teroni argue that sentiment
can be identified or traced through the affective interactions with the
object or entity. For example, if person A holds a positive sentiment
towards person B, A evaluates positively a situation where B is in a
pleasant situation. As a result, the sentiment-holder is emotionally
sensitive to the fortune of the object or entity.

Munezero et al. [30] provide an in-depth discussion on the differ-
ence between sentiment, opinion, emotion and feeling in the context
of emotion recognition and sentiment analysis in text. Munezero and
colleagues differentiate between emotion and sentiment based on
their duration; emotion is short-term whereas sentiment is long-
term. They define opinions as judgments that are open to dispute and
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Table 1
Overview of the reviewed methods with an illustrated example of the medium and typical sentiment analysis approaches.

Modality Example data Typical features & methods

Text

Product review

Lexicon-based dictionaries; bag-of-words; word embeddings [19] in combination with classifiers such as
SVM or deep neural networks [4,20]

Speech

Speech

Paralinguistic features, e.g., pitch, in combination with classifiers such as SVM or deep recurrent neural
networks [15,21]

Visual

Image

Mid-level visual concepts corresponding to adjective–noun pairs that carry strong sentiments [14]
through convolutional neural networks [22,23]; additional features include facial expression [24,25];
facial action units; visual aesthetics [26]

Multimodal

vlogs

Multimodal fusion of text, facial expression and paralinguistic features [10,12,27,28]

uncertain but do not need to be emotionally charged. Opinion is an
expression of personal interpretations of information.

In sum, unlike emotions that typically have external manifesta-
tions, sentiment and opinion do not necessarily manifest themselves
in behavior or expressions. Emotions involve a person, emotional
experience including subjective feeling and bodily changes and a
target. Sentiments involve a sentiment holder, an emotional dispo-
sition, i.e., polarity (positive or negative), and an object. A schematic
representation of opinion and sentiment are given in Figs. 1 and 2.
Additional distinctions between affect, feeling, and opinion exist; for
further discussion on this, we refer the reader to [30].

2.2. Opinion mining, sentiment analysis, and emotion recognition

Opinion mining and sentiment analysis have been used inter-
changeably in the literature [5]. Opinion mining is the automatic
method to extract and analyze the subjective judgments on different
aspects of an item or entity. Kim and Hovy [34] defined an opin-
ion with a quadruple including topic, holder, claim and sentiment.
According to Kim and Hovy, sentiment analysis is identifying the sen-
timent of a claim. Similarly, Liu and Zhang [4] formalize the problem
of opinion mining as a problem of identifying a tuple containing
an entity, aspect of entity, time, opinion holder and opinion polar-
ity. Sentiment analysis should be able to capture sentiment holder,
entity and aspect of entity in addition to the polarity.

Emotion recognition is the automatic identification of an episodic
emotional reaction, often of a single person; unlike opinions, emo-
tions are short-term [30]. Emotion recognition can be used for iden-
tifying the polarity of sentiment when the stimulus is the entity of

interest. Cambria et al. [6] suggested that opinion mining and senti-
ment analysis focus on two different problems of polarity detection
and emotion recognition. However, if we hold to the definition of
sentiment as a disposition with polarity, then sentiment analysis
cannot be boiled down to an emotion recognition problem.

Given these definitions and the interconnections between emo-
tions, sentiment and opinion, a careful consideration is needed when
addressing each of these problems. We first need to define our
problem and clearly delineate whether it is sentiment analysis or
emotion recognition. As a result, unlike Clavel and Callejas [18],
we do not believe that emotion recognition in human–avatar inter-
actions is sentiment analysis. And yet, emotion recognition from
human behavior can still be a component for sentiment analysis in
human–machine or human–human interactions.

2.3. Representations of sentiment

Sentiment analysis is mainly focused on the automatic recogni-
tion of opinions’ polarity, i.e., positive or negative. One less-studied
aspect of the existing sentiment representations is the intensity of
sentiment. Zadeh [27] proposed to perform multilevel sentiment
analysis to consider the intensity of sentiment.

Fontaine et al. [35] suggested that in addition to arousal, valence
and dominance, predictability is also required to represent emotions.
Similarly, some suggested augmenting polarity only representation
in sentiment analysis with additional dimensions, discrete emotional
representation or appraisals [18,30]. It is, however, unclear how a
sentiment as an affective disposition can be represented by dis-
crete emotions such as disgust. We can argue that the emotion of
a person is a result of the sentiment he holds; for example, one
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Fig. 1. Schematic structure of sentiments; based on a figure from [30].

might feel sadness due to the sickness of a loved one. In the pre-
vious example, the positive sentiment towards the loved one and
the appraisal of her unfortunate situation by the sentiment holder
result in an emotion, i.e., sadness. However, discrete emotions can-
not represent the sentiment itself. According to cognitive appraisal
theory [33], a concurrent set of evaluations or appraisals of an object
or event results in emotions. For example, the appraisal of a traf-
fic jam for a driver stuck in the traffic is goal in-congruence — since
the traffic jam is obstructing the goal of the driver to reach her des-
tination. Although appraisal of an entity is an important factor in
forming an opinion or sentiment, it is not appropriate for sentiment
representation. First, sentiment is often formed after multiple expo-
sures and not an episodic appraisal (e.g., intrinsic pleasantness or
goal relevance); second, it is not straightforward to use appraisals in
sentiment analysis. To sum up, if we take the definition of sentiment
as an emotionally charged opinion, sentiment analysis will be better
represented in a uni-dimensional space describing the polarity and
its intensity.

3. Computational approaches for sentiment analysis

3.1. Sentiment in text

The field of sentiment analysis from textual data started as an
alternative to topic detection, aiming at the extraction of evaluative
meaning. Back in 1992, Hearst proposed the automatic detection of
directionality as a measurement of subjective states, based on mod-
els from cognitive linguistics [36], followed by Sack’s proposition of
the identification of point of view as an approximation to subjective
content [37]. In the early 2000s, numerous works tackled the ques-
tion of sentiment analysis from text. The influential 2008 review of
Pang and Lee captured this rise in interest [5], and subsequent new
methods and applications have been integrated in comprehensive
benchmarks in recent research [38]. Here, we provide an overview
of approaches to sentiment analysis in Natural Language Processing
(NLP), including supervised and unsupervised methods, and future
directions and limitations in the field.

Supervised sentiment analysis aims at building predictive models
for sentiment based on annotated datasets from which learning is
automated. This approach builds a feature vector of each text entry
in which certain aspects or word frequencies are quantified, to then
train standard machine learning tools and validate them against ref-
erence annotated texts. A first approach to supervised sentiment
analysis is the classification of texts as subjective or objective [39],
using annotations that tag evaluative content but not its orienta-
tion. One of the earliest motivations for supervised approaches was
the analysis of sentiment with respect to stock trading [40], lead-
ing to the development of a voting classifier that combined various
methods to extract sentiment from finance message boards. Further
developments focus on user-generated reviews, taking the star-
rating of the review as a sentiment label. Naïve Bayes classifiers and
support vector machines (SVMs) [41] proved to be effective machine
learning models adopted in early approaches to the problem. SVM in

particular has been a useful model for supervised sentiment analysis
in general product reviews [42]. These approaches calculate features
over bag-of-words models of the reviews, for which a more detailed
review can be found in Pang and Lee [5]. A notable improvement
over this approach is the use of tree banks [43], a model in which
compositionality of meanings is taken into account in a hierarchical
fashion,

Most supervised approaches to sentiment analysis are trained on
certain domain or communication context, such as social media or
news. Arguably the most prolific domain for sentiment analysis is
the classification of polarity of Twitter short public messages, called
tweets. The SemEval competition [44] has included a tweet senti-
ment polarity task since 2013, in which developers of sentiment
analysis methods submit their tools and are independently evaluated
on a test dataset. A SVM fed by a wide range of features achieved the
best results in 2013 [45], and an improved model with fewer features
but more lexicon resources was introduced in 2014 [46]. The best-
performing approach in the 2015 edition of the competition com-
bines SVM with other methods including maximum-entropy and
stochastic gradient descent optimizations [47]. In the latest edition at
the time of writing [48], a tool called SwissCheese [49] achieved the
best results to date by training convolutional neural networks with
large datasets of Tweets with emoticons. An alternative benchmark
compared various supervised methods for Twitter sentiment [50],
finding that a previous approach by some of the authors of [51],
based on a bootstrap parametric ensemble framework, preforms best
on average.

Domain adaptation aims at developing supervised sentiment
classifiers that can be applied across contexts [52]. This approach
is of special relevance, since the main caveat of supervised meth-
ods in sentiment analysis is the necessity of labeled text datasets
to train the classifier. The adaptation of classifiers across domains
is a far from trivial task, since some contexts are more formal or
produce longer texts than others. For example, the formality and
length of movie reviews allow the creation of tree banks [43], but the
application of this approach to social media is still an open question.

When labeled data is scarce or unavailable for certain applica-
tions, unsupervised approaches allow an estimation based on expert
knowledge without annotated data. The expert knowledge used for
the estimation is often encoded in a lexicon, in which words or
phrases are annotated with their sentiment meanings. These lexica
can be manually annotated, asking raters to interpret the meaning
of words. One of the most widely used reference lexica for senti-
ment analysis is the General Inquirer (GI) [53], which takes a list of
positive and negative terms. The GI is often combined with other
lexica [54], as a way to increase the recall of unsupervised tech-
niques. Another widely applied method is Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count (LIWC) [55], a software that counts positive and negative
affect terms in text. Another notable reference lexicon is Affective
Norms for English Words (ANEW) [56], which was not originally
designed for sentiment analysis but has proven useful in measuring
sentiment as happiness expressed through text [57]. This application
motivated extensions to much larger word-bases [58], and versions
in multiple languages [59–61]. Most of these lexica are produced by
crowd-sourcing annotations and can be extended to capture a wide
range of emotional states, like in the NRC lexicon [45].

Emotion lexica can also be automatically estimated through
word-level approaches. Large scale corpora allow the log-linear esti-
mation of adjective semantic orientation from conjunctions [62], as
well as through Pointwise Mutual Information in co-occurrences [63]
and search results [64] with reference terms. Alternative approaches
use the annotation of sentiment concepts from a common sense
database to map text into Ekman’s affect classes [65], or apply fuzzy
rules from a lexicon including a wide variety of affect classes [66].

One of the main caveats of using simple word frequency counts is
the oversimplification of sentiment as an average of word valences
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Fig. 2. Schematic structure of opinions; partially reconstructed from [30].

at the word level. As explained by Das and Chen [40], unsupervised
sentiment analysis can calculate more precise sentence-level classi-
fications through conceptual dependencies, inspired in the concept
of language as a semantic processor that composes the meaning of
a sentence [67]. This is implemented through contextual valence
shifters: rules that detect changes in valence by identifying nega-
tions, amplifications, etc. [68]. This way, lexica of annotations at
the word level, such as the MPQA lexicon [69], are applied in
sentence-level classification through valence shifters [54]. Improv-
ing sentence-level unsupervised classification is the aim of a wide
variety of unsupervised sentiment analysis methods (see [70] for a
more in depth review on this subtopic), and it has led to three of the
best performing methods in recent independent benchmarks [38]:
SentiStrength [71], VADER [72], and Umigon [73].

One of the main open questions in sentiment analysis is the inclu-
sion of ambiguity, taking into account the variance of sentiment
perception. Das and Chen [40] already pointed to inter-coder vari-
ability, as two raters of stock-related posts disagreed 28% of the time.
Subasic and Huettner [66] proposed to apply fuzzy logic to cope with
ambiguity. Further research included additional evaluation metrics
inspired in inter-coder reliability [71], and at the important role of
high-quality annotations for training data [74]. The task of sentiment
analysis is not one of just maximizing accuracy, but also validity,
i.e., not having only a precise approximation but also to capture
human variability in the perception and expression of sentiment.
Recent research has shown that standard unsupervised sentiment
analysis methods are consistent with the ratings provided by the
authors of classified texts [75]. Yet sentiment analysis has some lim-
itations; a recent study showed that the aggregation of LIWC and
VADER scores on Twitter and Facebook posts over the span of months
are weakly correlated with trait emotionality and general emotion
measures in questionnaires [76]. This illustrates the importance of
validating statistical measures based on sentiment analysis, test-
ing if aggregated statistics are sufficiently correlated with standard
questionnaire measurements.

Perhaps the most promising development in sentiment analy-
sis is the application of deep learning. Representation learning can
leverage large scale datasets to compute word embeddings that are
relevant for sentiment analysis, producing automatically extended
lexica [77]. While the inference of word categories based on deep
learning methods is achieving results very close to those of human
annotators [78], recent work found that extrapolating word senti-
ment continuous variables based on word embeddings still requires
significant work [79]. Deep Recurrent Neural Networks have been
applied to the task of subjectivity detection [20], and word vector
representations can combine supervised and unsupervised learning
when applied to sentiment analysis [80]. In terms of Twitter senti-
ment analysis competitions, so far the most notable achievements of
deep learning are some of the top positions in various SemEval com-
petitions [49,81], which have applications to languages other than
English [82]. Currently, one of the most widely used packages for

deep learning is based on tree bank annotations and trained on movie
review datasets [43], and is included in the Stanford CoreNLP suite7.

The problem of sentiment analysis in text is far from solved, but
the developments of the last years make the application of sentiment
analysis a reality. We must nevertheless acknowledge that there is
no universal solution yet, and the performance of tools varies widely
depending on the context, formality, and type of text that is being
analyzed [38]. Domain knowledge and validation are still necessary
ingredients in the application of sentiment analysis, and only a care-
ful selection of tools can guarantee a correct and valid approach to
quantifying sentiment from text.

3.2. Sentiment analysis in speech

Analysis of speech in search of emotional and affective cues has
a comparably long tradition [83]. In the meanwhile, a rich body of
literature has been established, including a range of recent surveys
such as [84].

However, targetting explicitly sentiment exclusively from spoken
utterances is a comparably young field. Focusing on the acoustic
side of spoken language, the border between sentiment and emo-
tion analysis is often very weak, as, e. g., in [85]. In [21], Mairesse
et al. focus on pitch-related features and observed that also without
textual cues, pitch contains information on sentiment.

A number of further works focus on sentiment analysis exclu-
sively from the textual content as present in the speech. For example,
Costa Pereira et al. [15] proposed using sentiment analysis in speech
for information retrieval. Their proposed approach takes a spoken
query and retrieves documents whose opinions resemble the query.
Similarly, Pérez-Rosas, and Mihalcea [86] focus on the linguistics of
spoken reviews after using speech recognition. Kaushik et al. [16]
and its extension [17] observe that sentiment analysis on natural
spontaneous speech data can be realized even when faced with low
word recognition rates — a trend that has been noticed also in the
recognition of valence from spontaneous speech by Metze et al. [87].

3.3. Visual sentiment analysis

While there have been related lines of research in vision-based
emotion recognition for some time, e.g., [24,25], conducting sen-
timent analysis by computer vision is a relatively recent area of
research. The principal research tasks in “visual sentiment analy-
sis” revolve around modeling, detecting and leveraging sentiment
expressed by means of facial or bodily gestures or sentiment associ-
ated with visual multimedia. In the former, the aim is to model and
detect sentiment from visually-observable expressions of the sen-
timent displayed by an individual. And in the latter, the aim is to

7 http://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP.
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detect the sentiment that visual multimedia like an image expresses
as intended by its author or evokes in human observers.

While automatic extraction of facial expression and bodily ges-
tures from image/video recordings of individuals (and groups) is a
well established research area (e.g., see [88–91] for recent work on
the topic), the same cannot yet be claimed for vision-based sen-
timent analysis of non-verbal expressions of sentiment. A small
number of works have investigated multimodal sentiment analy-
sis on vlogs and reviews [10], on video recordings [92–94], and
from visual behavioral displays [95,96]. Visual sentiment manifests
itself frequently in our daily interactions with the visual world,
from moments when we harbor that disappointment at seeing our
favorite sports team lose a game on livestream video, to moments
of amazement when struck by the beauty of an intricate painting
or captivating photograph. Such sentiments are birthed out of our
wealth of experiences, dispositions and opinions and, in the case of
visual sentiment, manifest as a result of the interactions we have
with visual elements. And so, given that sentiment is always towards
an object or entity, visual sentiment likewise is defined towards an
object, scene or event present in the visual content. For example,
an image showing delicious food, a beautiful garden or an exotic
wedding likely expresses the positive sentiment held by the pub-
lisher of the image; and by experiencing these images, a positive
sentiment may be triggered in viewers. When these sentimental
experiences are distilled into a set of say, semantic labels, we can
then construct computer vision problems to learn functional map-
pings from low-level visual multimedia, i.e., the raw pixels, motion,
etc., to the high-level sentiment labels in classification, localization
and summarization tasks.

Among the earliest work in visual sentiment analysis, Wang
et al. [97] investigated adjective associations organized into 12
adjective–adjective word pairs over 100 images annotated by 42
subjects. They used a variety of color features including light-
ness, saturation and sharpness features in conjunction with sup-
port vector regression to predict the presence of these pairs like
warm–cool, brilliant–gloomy, and vibrant–desolute. In [98], Yan-
ulevskaya et al. proposed “holistic” image features, composed of
codebooks over local color histogram and Gabor features, in conjunc-
tion with support vector machines (SVMs) for sentiment prediction
on an image dataset popularly used in psychology studies called
the International Affective Picture System [99]. Later, Siersdorfer
et al. [100] proposed the use of global and local color histograms
with SIFT [101] features with SVMs on a much larger dataset of
586k social images for sentiment analysis using weak sentiment
labels assigned using SentiWordNet [102] on image tags, and Jia et
al. [103] proposed using similar color features but using a specialized
graphical model instead of SVMs for experiments over 23k digital
images of paintings with adjectives like pretty, casual, romantic and
jaunty.

Around the same time, attribute learning and mid-level fea-
ture representations began to rise in popularity in computer vision,
e.g., ObjectBank [104]. And as a result, several mid-level sentiment
representations were proposed for visual sentiment analysis. The
challenge in visual sentiment analysis up until this point was that
the visual variance was far too wide and often resulted in training
instances clustering poorly in feature spaces; for example, consider
the possible visual spectrum for the appearance of a cup or laptop
compared to sentiment semantics like positive or warm. The hope
with a mid-level representation approach was that a proxy represen-
tation that could be detected in vision systems with higher fidelity
could also be used to aid visual sentiment analysis. In [105], Yuan et
al. proposed the use of 102 mid-level features they called Sentribute
for sentiment which was simply derived from scene attributes in the
SUN Attribute dataset [106], i.e. semantic attributes like still water,
ice and hiking were included. Whereas these were mostly noun con-
cepts, in [14,107], Borth et al. proposed a set of visual classifiers

forming a mid-level representation called SentiBank. The represen-
tation consisted of a set of 1200 linear SVM outputs (F1 = 0.6)
where the SVMs were trained using a taxonomy of a semantic con-
struct called adjective–noun pairs (ANPs), i.e., versus the adjective–
adjective construct of [97]. The proposed ANPs combined a “noun”
for visual detectability and an “adjective” for sentiment modulation
of the object described by noun semantics, resulting in pairs like cute
dog, beautiful sunset, disgusting food and terrible accident.

The adjective–noun pair mid-level representations of [14] low-
ered the entry bar for a slew of computer vision methods and
went on to drive a number of applications in animated image
sequences [108,109], aesthetics analysis [26], emotion analysis
[108,110], automatic content curation [111–113] and others. These
ANPs proposed in [14] were formed by first using seed keyword from
Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotion [114] to query Flickr8 and YouTube’s API
for images and video. By mining tags associated with these visual
data and then performing part-of-speech tagging to identity adjec-
tives and nouns, a pool of adjective–noun pair candidates could be
formed by pairwise combinations. The ANP candidates are then fil-
tered by sentiment strength, named entities, and popularity before
subsampling to avoid too many adjectives being paired to the same
noun. This final set of ANPs was called the Visual Sentiment Ontol-
ogy (VSO) [14]9, although actual ontological structures by manual
labeling were not actually introduced until later in [115]. These
ANPs were also used to mine Flickr images to train the SentiBank
detector bank [107] described earlier and also applied towards a
sentiment analysis study from Twitter images using crowd-sourced
sentiment labels [14]. In [23], Jou et al. proposed an ontology with
extended breadth and volume in a Multilingual Visual Sentiment
Ontology (MVSO)10, including 15,630 ANPs from 12 major languages
and 7.37 M images from over 235 countries [116], with an expanded
English ANP corpus. MVSO used a similar ANP mining process to VSO,
focusing around Flickr performing many more stages of candidate
filtering, including diversity of users for a given ANP, semantic cor-
rectness and language-specific syntax. In addition, they also explored
generating ontology structures automatically by either grouping ANP
by exact translations with a pivot language or approximate ANP
groupings using word embeddings [23,117]. These multilingual ANPs
and their associated detector banks have found applications in cross-
lingual visual sentiment analysis [23], portrait analysis [117] and
image query expansion diversification [118].

More recently, with the success of convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) [119], spurred on by the performance of AlexNet [120] on
image classification in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recogni-
tion Competition [121], there has also been a rush to apply CNNs,
and more broadly neural networks, in visual sentiment analysis.
Xu et al. [122] used an AlexNet model pre-trained on ImageNet
simply as a feature extractor [123] with SVMs and logistic regres-
sion classifiers, while You et al. [124] fine-tuned the same AlexNet
model for visual sentiment detection on a set of Twitter and Tum-
blr images. Campos et al. [125,126] explored fine-tuning in com-
bination with SVMs and logistic regression classifiers, rather than
disjointly, for visual sentiment analysis on the same set of Twitter
images as in [124] with 6.1% absolute accuracy improvement. For
adjective–noun pair detection, Chen et al. [127] proposed an AlexNet
model fined-tuned from an ImageNet model for an expanded set
of 2089 ANPs in VSO [14] with a top-5 accuracy of 19.1%. Jou et
al. [23] fine-tuned from DeepSentiBank to get six AlexNet-styled
networks for ANP detection in English, Spanish, Italian, French,
German and Chinese, achieving a top-5 accuracy of 21.7% on 4342
ANPs for the largest corpus, English. Recently, Narihira et al. [128]

8 https://www.flickr.com.
9 https://visual-sentiment-ontology.appspot.com.

10 http://mvso.cs.columbia.edu.
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and Jou and Chang [22] also later proposed custom multitask net-
work structures for VSO [14] that incorporate both adjective-only
and noun-only detection. And Mathews et al. [129] proposed cou-
pling a CNN with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) in a network
called SentiCap for sentimentally biasing visual captioning of images,
allowing images to now be summarized by short sentences that
include both noun-based object groundings and affective adjective
qualifiers.

All these work in furthering and applying visual sentiment anal-
ysis point to the potential in the higher accuracy techniques, like
with CNNs [22,23,124-129], as well as increased coverage, like with
multilingual [22,23,117,125] and multiple content source meth-
ods [14,115,124]. And with the increasing number of publicly avail-
able computer vision models/libraries and visual sentiment datasets,
visual sentiment analysis is poised to see growth in both of these
directions. Even so, the multi-faceted nature of sentiment indicates
that visual sentiment analysis alone will not be able to fully mea-
sure and/or describe our experiential disposition and opinions in
multimedia data. For example, visual content might not be able to
understand the context or extract the entity.

3.4. Multimodal sentiment analysis

Multimodal sentiment analysis has been only addressed very
recently, with only a handful of notable work mostly focusing on
analyzing sentiment in vlogs. To the best of our knowledge, Morency
et al. [10] were the first to consider multimodal sentiment analysis.
They proposed analyzing audiovisual content in addition to text for
sentiment analysis. They collected 47 videos depicting a monologue.
They manually selected 30-second excerpts that only cover one topic
and transcribed the videos manually. Every video received three sen-
timent labels, namely, positive, neutral and negative. In total, the
dataset contains 498 excerpts, each containing one sentence. A qual-
itative analysis on the short dataset demonstrated that the following
features are associated with the expressed sentiment: word polar-
ity (language); smiling and looking away (visual); pause and pitch
(audio). Pitch and speech pause were extracted using openEAR [130].
The authors measures durations for smiling and looking away using
a commercial facial expression analysis software. Transcribed speech
was analyzed to spot the lexicons with positive or negative polarity
according to [69]. Hidden Markov Models were utilized for sentiment
classification, which took utterance-level trimodal features as input.
Overall, trimodal sentiment detection outperformed the unimodal
ones, and an average F1 score of 0.55 was achieved in a leave-one-
out cross-validation. Even though the dataset was small and the text
analysis method was simple, this work demonstrated the poten-
tial strength of multimodal sentiment analysis. In an extension of
their work, Poria et al. [28] explored performing sentiment analy-
sis on videos using a combination of facial expression, audio data
such as vocal pitch, and textual features from uttered sentences. To
extract text features, they used text2vec [19], which in addition to
part-of-speech features were used to train a deep CNN. They, how-
ever, did not use the deep CNN for sentiment analysis but rather
for feature extraction by removing the softmax layer and replacing
it with a SVM. Facial fiducial landmarks were extracted from faces.
Audio features were extracted using openSMILE [131]. Due to the low
number of samples in the neutral class, they discarded the neutral
samples. The best modality was again text, and multimodal fusion
reached an accuracy of 88.6% for two-class classification (negative
vs. positive). More recently, Poria et al. [132] further extended this
work using a more extensive set of features including a larger num-
ber of audio features and, for text, features derived from the sentic
computing paradigm. A larger number of low-level audio features
were extracted. For text, they used sentic computing paradigm [133],

which evaluates higher-level linguistic concepts beyond the statis-
tical descriptors offered by, for example, bag-of-words representa-
tions. Using these features, the authors were able to improve the
sentiment detection accuracy on three classes up to F1 = 0.78.

Wöllmer et al. [11] attempted multimodal sentiment analysis in
movie reviews on online user-generated videos. A dataset of 370
videos depicting a monologue reviewing a movie was collected from
ExpoTV11 and YouTube. Out of these 370 videos, 228 were positive,
23 were neutral and 119 were negative according the annotators’
labels and original ratings on ExpoTV. For analyzing the text, the
reviews were both transcribed manually and using automatic speech
recognition (ASR). The authors further performed cross-domain anal-
ysis by training on a large corpus of written reviews. The large-scale
corpus, in total, contained 102622 written reviews for 4901 movies
and was collected from Metacritic12. They also explored the appli-
cation of online knowledge sources (OKS), i.e., WordNet [134], Con-
ceptNet [135], and General Inquirer [136] for inferring the speaker’s
sentiment. Unigram and trigram bag-of-words feature representa-
tion were extracted after Porter stemming and removing stop words.
Facial expressions were analyzed, and smile intensity, gaze direc-
tion and head pose were extracted as features. Acoustic low-level
descriptors (LLD) were extracted by openSMILE [131] from the audio
channel. Features were pooled at utterance-level. Linguistic features
were used to train a linear SVM, and audiovisual features were used
to train a Bidirectional Long-Short-Term-Memory (BLSTM) recurrent
neural network [137]. The cross-corpus n-gram analysis trained on
the Metacritic database led to the best classification accuracy (F1 =
0.73). The domain-specific text analysis achieved a similar perfor-
mance. Interestingly, audiovisual analysis without any text analysis
did not fare much worse, with accuracy dropping to F1 = 0.66. Given
that the content was a spoken review, speech prosody appeared to
be the most informative channel for improving the performance of
multimodal fusion when added to the text-based method.

Pérez Rosas et al. [12] analyzed 105 videos from YouTube in
Spanish-language depicting a person expressing opinions on differ-
ent topics. Videos were manually segmented into 30-second seg-
ments, each covering a single topic. Videos were labeled manually
in three classes of negative, neutral and positive; however, only
4 videos were labeled as neutral class. The videos were manually
transcribed to analyze the text. A bag-of-words representation was
reconstructed, and words with frequency below 10 were discarded.
The unigram feature set was used as the feature vector represent-
ing the text. Similar to [10], smile duration and looking away were
detected using a commercial facial expression analysis software.
Pause duration, pitch, intensity and loudness were extracted from
the audio track. Text modality performed the best, reaching an accu-
racy of nearly 65%. Visual modality and, particularly, smile duration
were found to be important for sentiment detection. The multimodal
early fusion increased the accuracy up to 75%. This work showed
the potential of using multimodal sentiment analysis and particu-
larly language-independent modalities such as visual modality on a
dataset collected in a language other than English. However, the size
of the dataset is limited, and there is still room to perform a more
in-depth analysis for each modality and modality fusion strategies.

Zadeh [27] proposed to detect sentiment intensity from text,
audio and visual modalities. He constructed a dataset of 93 vlog posts
from YouTube in English. The videos were manually transcribed.
Subjectivity was determined at the sentence level. Subjectivity was
defined as an expression of a private state using three rules, namely,
explicit mention of a private state, e.g., “I also love the casting of Mark
Strong as Sinestro.”; mentioning a private state, e.g., “Shia LaBeouf

11 The original site is no longer active at the time of writing.
12 http://www.metacritic.com.
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said that the second movie lacked um heart.”; and an implicit ref-
erence to an opinion, e.g., “I would never recommend watching this
movie.” Only video segments containing subjectivity were annotated
on a seven-point scale (from −3 to +3), and each video received five
labels. In total, 2199 excerpts contained subjectivity. A set of fea-
tures were extracted from audio, visual and text modalities. From
text, ngrams (up to three) were extracted. Simple audio features,
e.g., MFCC and peak slope were extracted from audio. Facial action
units, facial landmarks and head pose were extracted from the visual
modality. He first trained a model to recognize subjective from objec-
tive sentences. His experiment showed that multimodal approach
outperformed unimodal ones for recognizing subjectivity using a
SVM. His preliminary analysis yielded significant results from visual
and text modalities for sentiment intensity detection (q = 0.49).
Even though the work was presented in a doctoral consortium and
only preliminary results were included, it demonstrated two nov-
elties. First, it showed the effectiveness of multimodal analysis in
pre-processing related to sentiment analysis, i.e., subjectivity recog-
nition. Second, it dealt with sentiment at multiple levels instead of
simple positive vs. negative classification.

Ellis et al. [138] performed multimodal sentiment analysis on
broadcast video news. They collected a dataset of 929 sentence-
length excerpts which were annotated on Amazon Mechanical
Turk13. Text and multimedia content were separately annotated on
three levels of negative, neutral and positive. They first showed a
sentence that was spoken on the news and asked the Turkers to
label it. They subsequently showed the video in which the same sen-
tence is spoken, to also be labeled. They found that in about 21.5%
of cases, the sentiment labels between the transcription and multi-
media content differed. They extracted low-level descriptors using
openSMILE [131] from the audio tracks. They then identified whether
the speaker’s face was depicted in the frames before extracting fea-
tures that are related to facial expressions, e.g., dense Local Binary
Patterns (LBP) histograms. Analysis of the sentiment in text was
performed using an off-the-shelf solution [139] that reached an accu-
racy of ∼46% for three-class classification. They found that television
anchors have a unique pattern for expressing sentiment, and by
training person-specific models, they increased an accuracy by ∼12%
with the visual modality and ∼6% with the audio modality. Within
modalities, anchor-specific audio sentiment detection performed the
best with the accuracy of 62.56% followed by anchor-specific visual
sentiment detection at 56.85%. Their findings demonstrated the sig-
nificance of multimodal analysis for multimedia content in both
understanding its polarity and its automatic sentiment analysis.

There are a number of notable work that do not directly address
or mention sentiment but are closely related. McDuff et al. [140]
presents an example of using facial expression analysis to assess
the candidate preferences of American voters. They collected 611
responses to five video clips from a US presidential election debate.
They demonstrated that voter preference (or opinion) can be deter-
mined with an accuracy of 73% using only the facial expressions in
response to those videos. Madzlan et al. [141] analyzed vlogs for
automatic identification of attitudes. Attitudes are defined by the
authors as social affective states that vloggers intend to convey. They
used speech prosody and facial expressions to automatically rec-
ognize amusement, impatience, friendliness, enthusiasm and frus-
tration. They found pitch to be the most important audio feature,
followed by intensity and voice quality. Siddiquie et al. [142] used
multimodal analysis to detect propaganda videos. They used audio-
visual affective analysis in addition to sentiment analysis in the
comments to identify politically persuasive videos online.

In summary, the burgeoning field of multimodal sentiment anal-
ysis shows great promise in accurately capturing the real essence of

13 http://www.mturk.com.

expressed sentiments. Even in the complete absence of text, most of
the methods are able to identify sentiment fairly accurately due to
the affective nature of sentiment. However, audiovisual methods are
only effective in understanding sentiment’s polarity; entity aspect
extraction and subjectivity recognition still remains in the domain of
text analysis.

4. Applications of sentiment analysis

Sentiment analysis in language is being commercially used to
summarize reviews and customer opinions. We are not only able to
aggregate the opinions at scale, but also get that feedback immedi-
ately at low cost. Before sentiment analysis, companies had to either
perform surveys or create focus groups, which was much slower
and much more expensive. With the emergence of opinions posted
in multimedia on social media, e.g., spoken reviews on YouTube,
sentiment analysis has the ability to become an increasingly crowd-
sourced and low-cost endeavor.

Sentiment we hold towards an object or a person have an impact
on our interpersonal relationship and interactions. Therefore, sen-
timent analysis can be used for enhancing human–machine and
human–human interactions. The work of Langlet and Clavel [13,143]
is an example of utilizing automatic sentiment analysis in human–
agent interaction. They argue that if a user and the ECA share a
sentiment towards an entity, then the human is more likely to find
the ECA likable. ECAs are finding their way in many different appli-
cations, from online education to customer service. They propose to
use agent’s utterances to extract the expressions of like or dislike
from the user. Langlet and Clavel annotated statement pairs (i.e., an
ECA statement followed by a human response) to contextualize the
likes and dislikes of the user. In their more recent work [143], they
also added the ability to extract topic words from each user’s speech
turn to identify the relevant entities. Their proposed approach is
purely based on language analysis which requires an ASR to tran-
scribe the speech from the user highly accurately. Thus, the scope
and methodology of their work is similar to text-based sentiment
analysis.

The current work on visual sentiment analysis including Sen-
tiBank [14] found its way into many multimedia content analysis
work [144,145] that are not directly linked to sentiment analysis.
However, the ANPs were rather used as higher-level concepts and
attributes for automatic description of the visual content.

A new domain where sentiment analysis is finding its way is
multimedia analytics. For example, the work of Ellis et al. [138] uti-
lizes multimodal sentiment analysis on broadcast video news which
can be used for automatic analysis and summarization of TV pro-
grams. Multimodal sentiment analysis technologies can be also used
to identify politically persuasive content [142]. These technologies
will make it possible to mine opinions expressed through countless
broadcast television channels or online channels on the Internet.

5. Challenges and perspectives

5.1. Challenges

5.1.1. Methodological challenges
Since most of the current sentiment analysis is data-driven, the

capacity of machine learning models is limited to a specific domain
where the training data come from. Domain adaptation is an open
issue that needs to be addressed, for example, adapting a model
trained on sentiment analysis in product reviews for analyzing
microblog posts. Other important challenges of sentiment analysis
include how to handle ambiguous situations and irony. For example,
a sarcastic comment praising an object intends to convey a negative
sentiment; however, conventional sentiment analysis methods often
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incorrectly interpret such expressions. A number of methods have
been proposed to identify sarcasm in language [4]. The problem is
far from solved, however, because humor is culture-specific, and it
is very challenging for a machine to learn unique (and often quite
specific) cultural references. We argue that multimodal sentiment
analysis can be made more successful in identifying the sarcastic
comments by taking advantage of vocal and facial expressions. More-
over, people express sentiment for social reasons that are not related
to their internal dispositions. For example, a person might express
like or dislike sentiments to conform with a certain cultural norm or
to express and differentiate his/her identity. Finally, machine-based
sentiment analysis is limited to the external manifestations of sen-
timent, and we do not have the ability conclusively determine an
individual’s unexpressed viewpoints.

Sentiment analysis can be carried out on two different types of
data, each with their own issues. Sentiment analysis on human–
machine and human–human interactions requires datasets that are
very similar to the ones used in emotion recognition. Therefore, it
faces the same problems of limited size and uncertain ground-truth.
Recently, McDuff et al. [146] demonstrated how a large number
of emotional responses including sentiment can be captured using
webcams over the Internet. Although this limits the quality of audio-
visual capture, these techniques provide the scale that is not acces-
sible in a laboratory. There is also the issue of labeling private data
recorded in the laboratory, which limits the tedious task of label-
ing to people who are authorized to access the data. As a result, we
are not only bounded by the amount of data we can record in the
laboratory but also by a limited ability to label large amount of data.

The second source of data containing multimodal sentiment is
multimedia content on social media. Social media is a rich resource of
data that provides us with scale. The problem is that the quality and
the context of the recorded material can vary, and the data is limited
to certain demographics that are more represented on the Internet.
However, since the data is public, it can be easily labeled through
crowd-sourcing.

Looking at the existing work on multimodal sentiment analysis,
it seems people are more likely to express positive or negative opin-
ions, and as a result, there is a lack of neutral opinions expressed
online in all the reviewed multimodal sentiment analysis stud-
ies. This can be possibly addressed by automatically detecting the
subjective expressions that are not emotionally charged.

Even though multimodal sentiment analysis is showing promis-
ing results, the core part of sentiment analysis remains a text analysis
problem. Entity extraction, aspect of entity extraction and identifica-
tion of the holder of opinion can be only tackled by natural language
processing. We envision that multimodal sentiment analysis can
add a new dimension and improve the existing sentiment analysis
techniques but cannot completely replace them.

Given the significance of the problem, construction of a large-
scale publicly available benchmark with permissive license such as
the ones developed in MediaEval is desirable [147].

5.1.2. Ethics
Sentiment is a private state, and mining a private state of our own

person raises legitimate ethical concerns. Machines that are able to
go beyond individual human intelligence in understanding our own
opinions and attitudes have incredible potential in areas like mental
healthcare, but their usage also raise questions around privacy.

Sentiment analysis on social media, as a data-driven technique,
may introduce a bias in decisions or higher level analytics. For
example, sentiment analysis that only considers users of a single
social media platform, e.g., Twitter, might magnify the importance
the demographics of such a platform. Suppose companies or even
political parties relied on social media analytics to assess the impor-
tance of certain policy decisions and implementations. For example,

if more white males expressed emotionally charged or strong opin-
ions on Twitter, companies or organizations using sentiment analysis
tool may be more likely to listen to them given the agnosticism
with which machine learning tools often treat data [148]. More-
over, data-driven methods can learn the language of the dominant
demographics, further undermining the opinion expressed by some
individuals and people groups.

Likewise, automatic sentiment analysis can be also a tool for
limiting the freedom of speech. The social web provides an open
platform for people to express and share their opinions. However,
sentiment analysis can become a tool for oppressive regimes to iden-
tify dissents or apply censorship at scale [149]. Similarly, hate speech,
racist comments and/or malicious propaganda can be identified with
automatic sentiment analysis and either promoted or suppressed in
response. And throughout all of this, since at its core, machine-based
data-driven techniques form the core of modern sentiment analysis,
it is still prone to errors which may ultimately result in ill-informed
decisions and poor consequences.

5.2. Perspectives

The Internet has moved from a principally text-based commu-
nication medium to one of widespread multimedia. The hope and
charge for multimodal sentiment analysis is to both integrate across
many modalities for sentiment understanding as well as comple-
ment tasks that have traditionally been isolated to single modes, e.g.,
text-based subjectivity analysis [27]. Given the ‘wildness’ of Web
data, we expect a key area that multimodal sentiment analysis will
distinguish itself is in the presence of missing or incomplete data,
especially given the volatility and varied veracity found in Inter-
net sources. Emotion recognition, being at the heart of sentiment
analysis, also stands to gain much in robustness and reliability from
moving towards multimodal emotion recognition [150].

One promising new avenue for sentiment analysis is its usage
in human–human and human–ECA interactions. Avatars and virtual
agents are appearing in many domains, and improving the quality
of their interaction will be of great interest. The growing interest in
this domain will bring new challenges and problems which can be
addressed by researchers from NLP as well as affective computing
communities. Currently, aspect, entity and opinion holder extraction
remains solely in the domain of text analysis. However, the recent
advances in computer vision and concept-detection will bring new
opportunities in the automatic identification of the opinion holder,
e.g., face recognition and aspect and entity recognition through
visual object recognition. Sentiment-specific emotion recognition
technologies shall be also further developed to automatically iden-
tify behavioral patterns associated with sentiment traces rather than
the current universal emotion recognition tools.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a overview of the concept and goals
of multimodal sentiment analysis, reviewed the state of the art, and
discussed challenges and perspectives related to the field. A grow-
ing body of work published in the last half decade has demonstrated
the great strides and promise of multimodal sentiment analysis. Our
review of the existing literature demonstrates that multimodal sen-
timent analysis is a promising approach to leverage complementary
channels of information for sentiment analysis and often outper-
forms the unimodal methods. It also holds the potential to enhance
other tools that currently benefit from unimodal sentiment analysis,
such as entity recognition and subjectivity analysis. We hope the
review encourages further cross-disciplinary efforts in this emerging
field.
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